Major changes prompting the revision:

- Enclosure 10 (What you need to know about the Physical Evaluation Board) deleted
- Death Imminent Processing
  » Memorandum of 23 Dec 2003 from the Under Secretary of Defense
- Formal board consolidation at Bethesda
Additional issues with update

- DOD Instruction 1332.38

- DOD Instruction 1332.39

CURRENTLY UNDERGOING REVISION
• Additional changes to be incorporated
  - Consolidate reserve issues
    » Possibly have a “Reserve” Enclosure
  - Guidance on sharing information with Commands
    » CO’s right to know
    » Limited Duty Coordinators
  - Policy on escort orders
  - PLD changes
    » Navy members get to pick separation day 30 - 90 days
• Additional changes to be incorporated

- New MANMED Ch 18

- Unfit reconsiderations going away?

- Reduce time allowed for completion of Election of Options?

- Other changes from field
TIMELINE

- Initial Planning Meeting - 22 Jan 04
- Article Leads Assigned - 12 Mar 04
- Input Due From Field - 15 Jun 04
- Revisions Due From Leads - 28 Jun 04
- Coordinating Draft Target - 28 Jul 04
- Final Draft Target - 30 Sep 04
- Final Product Target - 14 Jan 04